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Part I : Introduction 

1．1 System Overview 
IP network internal communication intercom system with the advanced IP Audio ™ technolog

y, the audio signal as data package form transmitted on the LAN and WAN  , It is a set of digit
al transmission and hands-free intercom system. To solve the existed problem which is transmissi
on distance limited, easily interference and so on in traditional intercom system.The system in cle
arly structure, it only need connect the terminal to the computer network, that will be a powerful 
digital communication system, every access point without separate wiring, realize the combination 
of the computer networks, digital video monitoring and internal communication. 

The main features of the system: 
1. It sounds clearly and fluently, not effected by the external electromagnetic interference, an

d occupy the bandwidth minimum only 34k bps, the local area network (LAN) call delay ≤30 millis
econds;   

2. Transmission distance spread without any limited, multiparty calling and tailback with netw
ork, construct a broader  communication system;  

3. Taking digital audio processing technology, the audio bandwidth is 7 KHz. with the echo 
cancellation and noise reduction function, it can easily fulfill the duplex ,multiparty calling and zon
e broadcast; 

4. Confidential conversation,private audio coding format, encryption processing and prevent e
avesdrop; 

5. Easily to adjust the communication scale, increasing the terminal to complete the system 
dilatation; 

6、 It can used for alarm system and broadcasting system at the same time; 

Product Applied Range: 
     Self-service bank, highway toll station, prisons, army, industrial enterprise,hotel, 
parking,school,hospital...etc. 

"IP network intercom system" explanation: 
IP(Internet Protocol)is Network protocol of TCP/IP。The IP protocol provides a unified IP dat

a package format, in order to eliminate the difference of each communication subnetwork, used to
 provide a interconnection platform for different kinds of communication subnetwork or local area 
network. 

It will digital coding of the audio intercom signal, and transmission IP data package through 
the network, then by terminal decoding restore to audio system , so that called digital IP network
 intercom system. In this way, it will fulfill combination of network, and crossing the LAN and WA
N. 

IP network intercom system functions: 
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Function Introduction 

Conversation 

Hands-free call 
Hands-free call, a mode of full-duplex with the function of 
noise cancellation. 

PTT call 
A half-duplex whose working method is similar to the 
walkie-talkie in the way of pushing to talk and releasing to 
listen; commonly used in the noisy place. 

Video call Supportive of one-way or two-way. 

Multiparty 
calls 

Conference 
mode 

Supportive of fifteen terminals at most at any one time 
(full-duplex, hands-free); the conference will be interrupted 
by a superior intercom calling and will continue again when 
the interruption is over. 

Command Mode 

Supportive of thirty terminals at most at any one time 
(full-duplex, hands-free), the command will be interrupted by 
a superior intercom calling and will continue again when the 
interruption is over. 

Call 

Single key call 
A quick call to a target terminal; every terminal can set a 
independent target. 

Number keys call Through numerical keys to randomly call any terminals. 

Group dial up 
The system automatically calls a group of terminals as has 
been set. If any of the terminal responses, the call to the rest 
terminals will be terminated. 

Call ringtone 
With such tones of "call through", "call busy" and "hang up" 
can be 
set up( only supportive by the terminals carrying a SD card) 

Call Answer 

Auto answer 
The automatic talkback can be set on the terminal at 1 time 
after the ring. 

Manual answer 
The ring continues on the terminal until there is a manual 
answer. 

Agent answer 
If a terminal that is being called is in a group, any other 
terminals in the group can answer the same call. 

Call Transfer 

Busy line transfer 
The call can be automatically transferred to another terminal 
if the target line is busy. 

Power off 
Transfer 

If the target is powered off or out of connection, the call will 
be automatically transferred. 

No answer 
transfer 

If the call has not been answered in a specified times of 
ringtones, it will be automatically transferred. 

Time period 
transfer 

The call will be transferred to another terminal in a 
designated period of time. 

Manual transfer 
Half-way call will be terminated after being manually 
transferred to another terminal. 

Call priority Call-inserted 
A priority can be set on the terminals and a higher priority 
user can insert user’s call of a lower priority. 
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Call waiting 
If the terminal is busy with another user of the same priority 
level, the call 

will be answered after waiting in line within 30 seconds. 

Breakdown call The administrator can abruptly break down an ongoing call. 

 
Incoming 

call 

Caller ID Display 
To display the callers ’s ID and review the missed calls and 
incoming calls; both in Chinese and English. 

incoming call 
playing 

Automatically playing the incoming call terminal name 
through the internally loudspeaker. 

Zone broadcast To broadcast to a single or multiple partitions via IP network 
paging microphone. 

Emergency voice broadcast To play the pre-recorded speeches to a specified terminal 
through IP paging microphone. 

Monitoring 
With a microphone on the terminal, and the sound conditions 
around the terminal can be monitored in the main control 
room. 

Background music 
The loudspeakers on the terminal can play background 
music and the music will stop during an intercom; live 
broadcast, timing broadcast, trigger broadcast are available. 

External control 
The short circuit output can control the alarming light or the 
door lock and the input of it can connect with the external red 
emergency button. 

Digital record The system can automatically record the data of intercom. 

Sound alarm 
If it has detected a screaming or a tumult, the terminal will 
automatically deliver the alarm to the center service 
software. 

Extension 
Interface 

Integration with 
wireless intercom 

Through the linkage between the wireless intercom base 
station of the IP network and the 400/350M wireless intercom 
system, the users of the wired phone are free to join in the 
wireless users’ group and make a half-duplex(PTT mode) 
talk to them. 

Integration with 
various phone 

1. Integrated with the fixed telephone: Connect with the SPC 
telephone exchange, enabling to initiate an intercom (with 
voice prompts). The fixed telephone can also broadcast to 
the intercom system (including the partitions and the entire 
area). 
2. Integrated with the VOIP telephone: Available to make 
intercom with the VOIP system and compatible with the VOIP 
system whose mainstream is based on the SIP protocol. 
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Integration with  
fire/PA system 

To be comprehensively compatible with IP PA system with 
the function of timing and live broadcast. 
To broadcast through the PA system with the 
pre-programming information according to the alarms from 
the firefighting center. 

Linked 
monitoring 

system. 

To provide SDK for second development and the monitoring 
system will control the talk switch or the monitoring pictures 
will switch automatically when talking. 

Scale 
Application 

Cluster 
server( for the 

large scale use) 

To adopt multi servers to manage terminals to reduce the risk 
of the malfunction of the network; serving for the 
interprovincial applications over a large scale where as much 
as 64000pcs terminals is used at one time ( a cluster of 64 
pieces of servers with 1000 pieces of terminals loaded on 
each server). 

Single server 
(of medium 

scale) 

To manage all the terminals and support the hot-backup of 
the main server; its application scale is up to 1000 pieces of 
terminals. 

Without server 
(of small scale) 

Be independent from the running of the server to make the 
basic communication; to assist some independent zone to 
take emergency measures when its connection to the server 
breaks down; Its application scale is up to 100 pieces of 
terminals. 

 
 IP internal intercom and telephone (including traditional phone and IP telephone) difference: 

Simple & Fast Call 
Intercom: Call→ Only ring once→ Conversation 
Telephone: Pick up the handset→ Dial-up→ Ring→ Pick up handset at the other side→ Co
nversation 
High-quality & High definition 
Intercom: Frequency response range is 7 kHz, available for hands-free call in a noisy place 
Telephone: Frequency response range is 3.4 kHz 
Call 
Intercom: With single-key dial up, priority control, automatic call response; 
Telephone: None 
Broadcast & Monitor 
Intercom: Available for a single terminal broadcasting, partitions and the entire areas broadca
sting; 
Telephone: None 
External & Interfaces 
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Intercom: With audio output and the input connected with the alarm button, which can contr
ol the door lock & the alarm light; 
Telephone: None 
Suitable for Various Industries  
Intercom: To provide special functions for the finance industry, the industry and the judicial b
ranch field; 
Telephone: None 
Secondary Development 
Intercom: To provide the Software Development Kit, be integrated into the monitoring system

 platform; 
Telephone: None 
Log File Output 
Intercom: To write down all the data of the calls, the conversations and the alarms and the
n save them in the hard disk. 
Telephone: None 
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1．2 System topological graph 

 
Note: The topological graph equipment is constitute of a integrity functional Internal communi

cate system, select the equipment list to implement the related function according to the using re
quest. 
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Part II: Software System Installation 

Important explanation: 
1.《IP network intercom system》is a subsystem of 《IP network public address 

system》,and the intercom system and PA system device can be used in one system. 
 
   2. IP network intercom system software is also the IP network public address 
system software（As intercom system using, PA system partial function will be invalid 
automatically） 
 
2．1 Software System Installation* 

IP network broadcast / internal intercom system software is made up of server software and
 workstation software. 

2．1．1  Server software installation 
Warning：Some firewall software may influence the normally operation of IP network broadca

sting system serve software, please turn off all the firewall software（Including Windows XP own f
irewall）during debugging the broadcast！After that, reset the  firewall [exception item] which is all
ow broadcasting software access to the network. 

  

1） Running environment 
CPU： P4 1G or above 
Memory：512M or above 
Hard disk：20G  hard disk and above 
Network card：10M/100M  self-adaption 
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2）Briefly installation steps 

Installed Windows XP operat① ing system on the computer, professional version is suggeste
d; 

If Windows 7operating system is necessary for using, please set [compatibility] options accor
ding to the following step,then it will work normally: 

 

Step1. Click the right mouse button of the server icon;      

 
 Step2. Select hook according to the above picture 

If Windows 2008 Server operating system (32/64) is necessary for using, please set according to 
the following steps, then it will work normally. 

Step1:Click the right button on the desktop[computer],select[management],start the management 
server. 

Step 2. In the window of[management server], select[function],select[add function]of right side 
window ,from the [add function guide]window select [desktop experience],press[install]button for 
installation. 

 Confirm that the computer has 10/100M network card, and the drivers installed correctly.②  
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In the TCP/IP properties of the network card setting, designed static IP (e.g., 192.168.0.6),③

 subnet mask 255.255.255.0, and gateway (e.g., 192.168.0.1).  
Note: The server must use fixed IP address. It can’t automatic acquisition, please con

sult the user network administrator to get the available fixed IP. 

 
Insert the system installation CD, the welcome interface will be appeared automatically , ru④

n ”main program”. 
 After operate the main program, press the next step, frames as follows,delete [ IP digital⑤

 network broadcast workstation], only keep [IP digital network broadcast server]option , then press
 next button until the installation is finished; 

 

 Taking out ⑥ the CD, the server software installation is finished, software configuration plea
se refer to the server software operating instructions Part III . 

2．1．2 Workstation software installation 
Workstation software usually installed on the user desktop or notebook computer, therefore t

he operation environment is not in highly request, if it`s required to use real-time broadcast functi
on, then please equip the sound card , The installation process is same: 

Checking whether the workstation computer has installed Wi① ndows 2000/XP operation syst
em or not. The workstation software does not support Windows 98/Me. 
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please ensure the computer has full duplex sound card and the drive program is properly ②

installed. 
please ensure the computer has 100M network card, and the d③ rive program is installed co

rrectly;During the network TCP/IP setting, it can set to acquire IP address automatically. If networ
k haven`t set DHCP service, please consult the user network administrator to acquire the fixed I
P. 

 Insert the system installat④ ion CD, the welcome interface will be appeared automatically, o
perate ”main program”; then click on “Next” into the following picture, delete[ IP digital Network P
ublic Address System Server]option and remain the [ IP digital Network Public Address System W
orkstation)option, Keep clicking “Next” until the installation is completed,and the shortcut icon will 
be created on the desktop. Please refer to software configuration description on Part IV. 

Part III: Server Software Operation instructions 

3．1 Basic Introduction 
System server is the core of the IP digital network intercom system, it`s responsible for the 

AOD service,task planning dealing, terminal and authority management. Providing data connector 
service for the workstation. 

 
The server main interface 

The server main interface is divided into three areas: tool bars, page selecting area and pa
ge area. 

1 

2 

3 
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1）Toolbar，it`s mainly control [open service] and [close service], the service will be automati
cally open after the software is run. If close service manually, the workstations and terminal reque
st will not be answered, the server only complete the configuration work; 

2）Page selecting area，classify select page of operation state, timing ring, timing program a
nd real-time broadcasting and so on; 

3）Page area，display the relevant function interface according to the page selection; 

3．2  Software Configuration* 
Software configuration only operate during system installation,it needn't to modify after finishe

d debugging, here is a list of configuration server steps and the maintainer also can refer to it. 
1）Select the【terminal setting】page as below. Assigned the terminal numbers, click on the[u

pdate]button, and restart the software; (note:when revising the terminal numbers, the server softwa
re must be official version. Demo software can`t revise the terminal numbers, and the default ter
minals can`t over three). 

 

After restart the software, then back to the【terminal setting】page, double-click any line or  
terminal，click【edit attribute】，appeared【edit terminal attribute】dialog box, modify the terminal 
name according to the terminal install location, and it also can set other terminal functions based
 on the actual demands as follows: 

 

After double-click, appeared a dialog box as follows, the function of the terminal attribute introduction 
as below: 
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a).【call button mapping sequence】 it can assigned the call target for NAS8513 that with only 1 call 

button, it can set maximum 5 targets (when the target is busy or outage, it will automatically transfer to the 
next one). If it need call to the fixed one terminal,then please set this five targets all point to this terminal. 
Note: there are several terminals that with two buttons (such as NAS – 8515), it can extend one more call 
button and the principles is same with the”call” button. 

b). Editing terminal attribute  
window right side 3 columns: 【broadcast attributes】、【monitor attributes】and【 intercom 

attributes】,it`s mainly used to set the IP network paging microphone permissions, for example: troops 
company microphone only allow communicating to internal company terminal,so  it can revise【allow 
broadcast range】 to【part】, then open 【select terminal】button, select the company terminals as following 
picture. This can effectively avoid unintentionally conversation and undesirable consequences to other 
company. In addition,【broadcast priority】can ensure when multiple network microphones call to the same 
terminal,then the terminal with higher-priority can break the voice of the lower priority terminal. 
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c).【Taken over reply properties】、【set automatic answer】is used to set the called party relevant 
attributes, if the called terminal set the taken over reply, when there is a call, the called terminal and the 
taken over terminal will be ringing at the same time, it can answer the terminal based on the 
requirements,the setting method as follows: 

 
d).Terminal setting audio receive modes are multicast or unicast , the default is multicast, pls restart 

the server after the receive mode is revised. 

 
 

The important notice regarding "audio receiving" setting: 
This system software by default is [multicast mode] to send audio to the terminal, but 

the multicast can not send it when with following two network environments appeared. 
A. LAN environment, server and terminal is not in the same network segment 

(and the core switch forbid the multicast pass) 
B. WAN environment 

If the terminal in this two situations, please select [unicast way], otherwise the terminal 
can't play out the voice. 
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Noun explanation 
1、Unicast 
 One-to-one communication mode between the server and terminal , Network switcher 

only transfer the data but not copy. If ten terminals request the same data, the server should 
transfer one by one, and repeat for ten times. 

Unicast advantages: 
Server can send different data to every customer based on their different request and 

easily to accomplish the personalized service. 
Unicast disadvantages: 
Server sends data flow to every terminal, server flow = terminal number × terminal flow; 

the server with a big heavy load in the large terminal numbers and every large terminal flow .
2、multicast 
One-to-one communication mode between the server and terminal, the host which has 

joined in the same team could receive all the data from the team, network switcher only 
need transfer and copy the data to the required user. 

Multicast advantages： 
Customers who need the same data flow can join the same group and sharing a data 

flow, to saving the server load. 
 Multicast disadvantages: 
Most of device all support multicast transmission, but in many cases (especially WAN) 

limits the multicast use . 
 

2）In the【terminal setting】right page,it can press the right【add partition】,【deleted partitio
ns】、【add sub-zone】,【add shadow zone】button according to the basic requirements, setting z
one is mainly used for the broadcasting zone selection. 
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Choose the target terminal, press and hold the mouse left button, drag to the appointed 
zone (eg: office building) Note: if you need multi selection, you can press the keyboard butt

on of Shift or Ctrl. 
If the terminal need in multiple zones at the same time (eg: classroom 301 terminal is belon

g to high grade one zone and high school zones), you can add the shadow terminal to realize. 
Steps: 1. On the right side of【terminal setting 】page, select the terminal (eg: classroom 301), pr
ess [add shadow]button. 2. Press the mouse to choose the shadow terminal from the original zon
e (eg: classroom301 (shadow), press and hold the left mouse button, drag and drop to the specif
ied zone (note: the interface name displayed for some engineering case, it`s for demo only, the u
ser can freely modify it). 

 

3）Select the page of【 basic setting】, page region as follows 
Timing switch computer: Making the server to be automatically closed in the night, open in t

he morning. 
The other settings are for public address system function,you can skip it. 
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Login account in workstation is for the use of the software administrator and the common us

e to assign the account and password,it need enter the user account and password to login serv
er software from the workstation. 

 

 
Click on【add users】button as follow, fill in the user name, password and categories, set th

e user function permission, such as the user can make real-time broadcasting or not, the priority 
and the operation range, press [sure]; 

Function of priority: when multiple workstations is broadcasting at the same time, if select th
e same target terminal, the system will decide to receive which workstation`s audio according to t
he priority of the terminal. The highest priority is level 16 ,it`s used for fire protection, so the fire 
duty room workstation users set to 16 levels; The administrator is default for level 15 ; The ordin
ary users for 1-14 level; 
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4）Select【fire alarm】page, the area page as follows: 

     
Press【add task】will appear【add tasks alarm】dialog box, make the corresponding the alar

m port and alarm area, such as【alarm terminal (network) 】port 1 are connected to the "office" a
larm line, then the target area select "office building" (or a terminal of this area). Thus, IP digital 
network PA system can easily realize the next layer alarm and all zones alarm these functions , t
he setup steps can reference to below. 
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5） Select【program management】page, press[assigned catalogue]button, it will pup up a di
alog box, select the specified file location (eg E: \MUSIC\，the English data is already copied to t
he hard disk when the 2.1V software is installing),then press【automatic search】button to set up 
the program library automatically as follow picture. 
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3．3 Software daily use 
IP network intercom system software used for internal intercom server to check the running 

status, other time ringing the bell (server), timing, program (workstation), timing broadcast, live bro
adcast, planting, real-time file broadcast and free on demand are PA system functions. 

Check the running status: 
In 【running status】 page show the current all intercom terminals` status, such as logining 

status, the currently  executing task, whether is on the phone calling these information, in the left
 side of the interface also can check the  terminal status by zones, click a zone can check the c
orresponding displayed terminals in this zone. 

 
The terminal volume adjustment 
Double-click any line, or press [volume control] button, pop-up volume control dialog. It can 

adjust the terminal or all terminal`s volume independently. 

 
Choose any line, press the【monitoring terminal】can monitor this terminal`s playing voice (e

xcept AOD) (when using this feature , it should be set the specified terminal to be monitored fro
m【basic Settings】 interface at first). When the terminal is executing the intercom task, choose t
his terminal and click【 call bread】 button, it can be forced to to finish the call; When the alarm 
port terminal have signal input trigger the alarm device,choose this terminal, click 【relieve alarm】

button can relieve alarm, if the server connected to the alarm device too,then it also can contact 
the alarm at the same time as follow picture: 

 
Note: From【operation state】bottom page will display the logged workstation information, eg 

account、category and so on. 
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Part IV:  Workstation Software Operating Instruction 

4．1 Basic introduction 
Workstation software using IP network (LAN, WAN)remote login to the server to realize the r

emote management. It`s mainly check the terminal running status and complete audio broadcast a
t real-time, program resources making and timing arrange playing, it can be used in the following
 situations: 

a).Leader is speaking to the terminal through the LAN or Internet.  Make the Mic analog au
dio signal access to workstation sound card to real-time collect and compress to make live broad
casting to the digital broadcasting terminal; 

b).The software receive online radio program, make the real-time broadcasting to the digital 
broadcasting terminal, let every digital broadcasting terminal could hear the pure language online r
adio program. 

c).The teacher play timing program before class. Instructor can preestablish each class timin
g playing contents through the network. It can arrange the timing listening textbook contents in th
e morning and evening , it also can arrange to listen the similar class level  or higher scene con
tents. Each class have their own personalized timing broadcast content; 

d).Workstation`s【running status】can remote view the server terminal`s relevant information, 
such as: login status、the currently executing task. Workstation's main interface is divided into four
 areas: the toolbar, page selection area, page display area, event status display area, as follow p
icture: 

 
1）Toolbar,it`s main control[login]and [logout],the programs will automatically popup a login di

alog when it`s running. 
2）The page selection area, select function page. 
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3）Page display area,it will display the corresponding function interface according to the page
 selection. 

4）Event status display area, display the execution event date and time. 
 

4．2 Software Configuration* 
Workstation software configuration is simple, it`s only required to fill in the server  IP addres

s, the specified steps: 
After operate workstation software, automatic popup a dialog box, press [server Settings] but

ton, set the IP address (eg 192.168.0.6). Fill in the user's name and password then press【login】
key, if it is right then access into the main interface. 

 

         
 
4．3 Software for Daily Use 
1） Running state 

Similar to the【running state】function of server software, it can display the current intercom 
terminal states, such as logining status, the currently executing task...etc, it also can modify the t
erminal volume according to the request, pressing【volume + - 】can complete the volume modify. 

 
2）Real-time broadcast 

Through the sound card real-time collect voice to broadcasting, due to the sound card to re
alize the analog audio switch to digital audio，the sound source is wide,it`s including computer pl
aying voice and external microphone, tape, CD machine. 
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Real-time broadcasting operation steps: 
a).Recording set 
Sound card make multiple audio (such as a microphone, line input) mixed to one audio inpu

t, it also can select one audio input . (Recording source)is assigned the sound card audio input 
mode, If only required microphone sound, choose“microphone”, then the other voice won't broadca
st to the terminals. 

If set as “stereophonic mixing”mode, all voice can be played to the terminal. Note: different 
sound card type with different expression, such as innovation SB - Live sound card,it need choos
e"the voice that you heard ";Most of integrated sound card choose "Stereo mixing" or "Stereo Mix
er"; 

Note: Realtek HD sound card actually is one sound card only, but the "sound card:" window
 will display two lines (Realtek HD Audio Input and Realtek HD Audio Output), please choose  th
e audio Input this line. 

Recording Settings will be automatically saved, it`s also workable for the next time starting,s
o it`s no need set every time. 

 

Recording volume and the mixer volume shouldn't be too large! Otherwise easily cause the 
distortion of sound,It`s suggested use the middle position. 

 
b).Specified broadcasting target terminal,it can make zone choice in the tree directory , it als

o can choose in single point. 

 
c).Click【start broadcast】 to make the real-time broadcasting to the specified terminal.Pressi

ng【stop broadcast】 after finish using. 
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Part V: Intercom Recording Tools Operating Instruction 

5．1 Basic Introduction 
Intercom and monitoring recording tools, it can record the conversation between terminals an

d monitored contents to WAV files and stored in hard disk for future use. When there are multi t
erminal are making conversation,it also can be recorded at the same time. The file name will gen
erate automatically according to the conversation time and it also can set based on the requirem
ents. 

The main interface is divided into three areas: setting、checking area、list display area, and 
recording playback control area. 

1）Settings, checking area:set the server`s basic function 、the recording file save path and 
check the audio file`s restrictions. 

2）List area: display the existing call recording file. 
3）The recording playback control area: it can control the playback recording schedule and v

olume. 

 
 
Click [Settings] button and enter the Settings page,then to choose the corresponding function

 according to the using requirements , such as set the recording file save time, recording time, a
nd the recording file generated specification,the details as below picture: 
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Note: restart the recording software after finished the setting of the recording tools function. 

 
5．2 Software Configuration* 
  

If you need to enable intercom recording function,please access into the server software [set
ting] advanced Setting at first, then enter the default password "123456", enable the " auto-recordi
ng when intercom" from the 【advanced Settings】. 

         
    Enter the menu                              Choose“auto-recording when intercom” 

Then please run【intercom recording tool】,after it all terminals` conversation will be recorded
 as WAV files automatically. 

Note: 【intercom recording tool】must keep running status for recording, and it exit won`t rec
ording. 
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5．3 Software for Daily Use 
All recording are made automatically, after the software set up, only recording and playback 

is workable for daily use. 
1)Recording checking function: choose【 date filter】and【terminal name】, Input the checkin

g recording file restrictions, click【check】button, the list display area will display the corresponding
 sound recording file. 

2)Recording playback: Double-click any line on the list to playback the corresponding recordi
ng files, and you can adjust the broadcast schedule from the recording control area. The right co
rner will adjust the playback volume back.  

Part VI: Hardware System Installation and Operating Instruction 

6．1  Main Control Room Equipment Installation* 
Master-control room is the center of IP network intercom and broadcasting system, especially the 

system server may need 24 hours' continuous operation, the design must follow the following 
principles,moreover, it should refer to the national standard GB50174-93《electronic computer machine 
room design specifications》also. 

①� In order to minimality the system interference, master control room should away from 
electromagnetic wave; 

②� Power of master control room introduction should accord with the standard, ground electrode 
should be good connection, the grounding resistance should be less than 4 Ω; 

③� Main control room should set up on the second floor or above; 
④� Suggest install air conditioning equipment in Master control room (temperature18-28 °C, relative 

humidity 40% - 70%); 
⑤� Suggest to install anti-static floor Master control room , in line with the national standard

《Computer room with floor technology conditions》; 
⑥� Master control room adornment material should be non-combustible or hardly flammable 

material ; 
⑦� Master control room of all kinds of pipeline should be concealed wiring, the subject structure 

material should meet the thermal insulation, fire prevention requirements; 
⑧� Distance of integration console and wall should not less than 1.5 M; 

 
6．2 IP Network Intercom Terminal Installation* 

IP network intercom terminal as per the different application,it can divided into many types, which can 
be used in engineering projects. Please read the terminal attached《installation and using manual》
carefully. 

 

6．3  Common Installation Problems Solution* 
6.3.1 The cable making requirements for the IP network intercom system ? 
    1) Making the regular network cable( for normal connection );both sides are standard 568B. 
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    2) Making the couplet cable ( for terminal IP setting): one end is standard 568A and the other end is 
568B. 

 
568A：white green |  green| white orange | blue | white blue | orange | white brown | brown 
568B：white orange | orange | white green | blue | white blue | green | white brown | brown 
 
6.3.2 If the project without the network, what`s the requirements for the switcher and 
wiring? 

Switcher――If it`s for IP intercom system private network, using common layer 2 switcher is ok, we 
suggest HuaWei (H3C) or other commercial brand products; 

Wiring―― Within 80 meters use HSYV cable (although the theoretical Value is 100 meters, but the 
fact it `s not.); 

Within 2 km use multimode fiber and match multimode fiber transceiver; 
Over 2 kms use single mode fiber and match single-mode fiber transceivers; 
 

6.3.3 If the project already with the network, which items we should pay attention to? 
Apply for IP address, ask the available server IP, terminal IP and gateway IP from the company 

network administrator. 
Note: the server must be fixed IP address, and it`s also better to use fixed IP for terminal(if the 

condition is limited,then it also can auto-gain). 
 

6.3.4 Why all terminals can’t login? 
 1)The firewall will prevent the server software access to the network by default , and it result in the 

server can`t work normally.Therefore it`s required to turn off the firewall or add the server software 
program is out of firewall prevent list. 

2）The server IP address and the terminal set [server IP] is different. 
 

6.3.5  Why several terminal can not login? 
1) Under the cross-network ,the terminal haven`t set the gateway properly . 
2) Network does not work, we suggest using ping command test. The objective testing method is 

using the terminal connected cable insert to a computer (and set the terminal IP address), then Ping 
command to test connectivity on the server. 

 
6.3.6  How to deal with “drive database engine start failure ” when start the server 
software? 
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Drive database engine is the a Microsoft Windows build-in system files, some software is unloading 
may make this system files deleted too. Result in remind this error. The solution is: find the intercom 
software CD: \ tools software \ drive database engine V36 exe and install it. 
 


